
Black TDFRWKBLK

Salmon Pink TDFRWKSP

Pumpkin TDFRWKPMKN

Green TDFRWKGREEN

Cool Grey TDFRWKCLGRY

Bright Red TDFRWKBRRD

Lemon Yellow TDFRWKLMYEL

White TDFRWKWHT

Magenta TDFRWKMGNT

Yellow Orange TDFRWKYLWOG

Dark Green TDFRWKDKGRN

Lt. Pink TDFRWKLTPINK

Burgundy TDFRWKBGDY

Maize TDFRWKMZE

Grey TDFRWKGREY

Sun Red TDFRWKSRED

Ath. Gold TDFRWKAGOLD

Sweet Mint TDFRWKSWM

Pink TDFRWKPINK

Maroon TDFRWKMAROON

Apple Green TDFRWKAGRN

Warm Grey TDFRWKWMGRY

Red TDFRWKRED

Yellow TDFRWKYLLW

Aqua Marine TDFRWKAQME

Indie Pink TDFRWKINPK

Orange TDFRWKORNG

Lt. Green TDFRWKLTGRN

All colors are printed 
representations and may not 

match the actual product colors. Sold in 20" rolls.

Results™ ENVICTA™ Cut is a low-cost solution with a high-value look and 
performance. Create personalized shirts, athletic sportswear, hoodies, and more.

Results™ WIZ Kut is great for lightweight, active sportswear fabric and fashion 
apparel. It is simple to cut and very easy to weed.

For best nighttime visibility and safety illumination, trust Results™ SAFETY 
reflective film. The film uses glass beads to create the Retro-Reflective effect, 
with a top layer and protective PET carrier. Create logos, numbers, and letters 
with maximum illumination for safety wear, emergency, military, and leisure.

Results™ METAL Film is a hot contemporary soft foil film that is easy to cut & 
easy to weed. The polyurethane film’s shiny metallic surface contours to the 
fabric and remains soft after many washes. Great for nightlife and parties, and 
when you want to stand out in any crowd.

Results™ Platinum Print HTV BLOCK is a NEW, Industry technological break-out 
film with a carbon-charcoal liner that prevents dye-migration and dye-sublimated 
fabric issues. Achieve your fabric decoration goals and avoid timely mistakes.

Results™ Glitter CUT is embedded with high-quality polyester flakes which gives 
this film maximum illumination without flaking, peeling, or cracking. Perfect for 
cheerleading uniforms and dance teams, or just the ultimate bling and swing.

Results™ AURORA-B is an amazing eye-catching rainbow reflective HTV with 
a special dazzling effect that is activated when lit up. Enjoy fashion, fun, and 
festivities with an appearance unlike anything else.

Results® RPUFF projects an awesome 3D special puff effect that creates eye-
catching designs and truly stands out from the competition. Creative fashion, 
sportswear, fun apparel, youth garments, and more.

Results® Nitelite shines in the dark in 6 amazing colors. The film appears white 
in the daylight but stands out when the lights go out. You’ll look Like a light in the 
night, six different ways.

Results™ Platinum PRINT OPAQUE™ uses the NEW innovative Thermo-Bonding 
adhesive for durability and comfort. Personalize virtually any fabric especially 
polyesters, cotton, blends, and Lycra©/Spandex with high-quality details on a 
bright white background.

Go even farther with Results™ Platinum Print PLUS that exceeds decoration 
boundaries on any fabric. Use for team sports apparel, corporate logos, or photo-
quality images. Results™ Platinum Print PLUS is the ultimate printable semi-
matte digital film for dark and light-colored fabric decoration.

Results™ Platinum PRINT CLEAR digital heat transfer film is the ultimate printable 
see-through matte film for light-colored garments. Personalize any fabric with 
Results™ Platinum PRINT CLEAR in vibrant color with photographic quality.

Results® WIZ GLOSSY is just like our popular WIZ Kut™ but with a high gloss 
finish. WIZ GLOSSY is the best choice for that one-of-a-kind unique look and is 
available in 6 high-gloss colors.

Results® Flex-All is the ultimate HTV color vinyl for performance sportswear and 
high-fashion. Get amazing flexibility with a film that feels like part of the fabric 
and delivers flexibility, durability, and comfort.

Experience the fun with Results® SUNSATION™ color-changing film in blue, 
yellow, and red pastel. Sunsation remains white indoors and turns colors outdoors 
from the sun’s UV rays. This will be a big hit.

Utilize Results™ IMPACT Textile foils to add the ultimate in bling, style, and 
fashion to make any logo more attractive. The attention-grabbing metallic 
design sticks to the Kwik ADH and upgrades the value and look of your garments 
with this simple process.

Apply Results IMPACT Foils over the Kwik ADH foil adhesive for high-end fashion 
creativity. Use on dance costumes and urban wear for the best in nightlife 
fashion. Apply the foil flat or crinkle it for more texture and design.

Instantly give any design a dazzling look with Results® Allura Print that sparkles 
from the embedded silver particles in the film face. Print and cut photo-quality 
images, team sports, and corporate logos, and decorate promotional items, all 
with a sparkle.



Med. Blue TDFRWKMBLU

Dark Gold TDFRWKDKGOLD

Neon Green TDFRWKNEONGRN

Gold TDFRMGOLD

Grape TDFRWKGRPE

Brown TDFRWKBWN

Neon Blue TDFRWKNEONBLU

Royal Blue TDFRWKRBLU

Silver TDFRWKSILV20

Neon Yellow TDFRWKNEONYW

Silver TDFRMSILV

Purple TDFRWKPRPL

Khaki TDFRWKKHAKI

Neon Orange TDFRWKNEONORG

Navy TDFRWKNAVY

Beige TDFRWKBGE

Neon Pink TDFRWKNEONPNK

Vegas Gold TDFRWKVGGOLD

Lilac TDFRWKLL

Camel TDFRWKCML

Neon Coral TDFRWKNCRL

Rose Gold TDFRWKRGLD20

Sky Blue TDFRWKSKBL Columbia TDFRWKCLBLU

All colors are printed 
representations and may not 

match the actual product colors. 

Light Turquoise TDFRWKLTTQ Turquoise TDFRWKTRQ

Sold in 20" rolls.
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